How will you convert retail sales data
into true business insight?
Fast track your business intelligence project with
Xoomworks single point BI solution

In today’s challenging retail environment, responding to ever changing
consumer trends and marketplace realities is vital to gain a competitive
advantage. A lack of visibility into operational efficiencies can reduce
your ability to make sound decisions, with executives and managers
relying on instinct rather than solid supporting evidence to steer the
business.
At Xoomworks, we combine the experience gained from integrating
and reporting on retail sales data with profound knowledge of the
entire SAP® BusinessObjects™ product suite, to provide your users with
timely, accurate and automated retail sales KPIs.
Technology has transformed retail; now let it transform your business!
Xoomworks’ comprehensive retail sales service offering is designed to
fast-track your business intelligence project by leveraging our extensive
industry and technology experience. Our consultants understand
the complex nature of retail specific metrics and the challenges of
implementing them. We will work with you to rapidly determine and
implement a catalogue of user-defined retail sales KPIs that align
perfectly with your line-of-business goals.

Our interactive solutions will allow you to visualise total and
like-for-like sales by period, distribution channel, store, product lines
and much more, while delivering the appropriate level of detail for all
your information consumers. Customise the solution to suit your needs,
by choosing from a range of executive dashboards, automated reports
and cutting edge analysis and exploration tools, all of which can be
made available on mobile devices
Highlights:
•

Consistent standardised view of retail KPIs in a single point
BI solution

•

Period on Period total and ‘like-4-like’ sales variances

•

Forecast and budget sales variances

•

Sales in multiple currencies and exchange rates

•

Empower decision makers with a range of interactive Dashboard,
Reporting and Analysis tools

“They are excellent with performance optimisation and for sorting out
problems - doing investigations and trouble shooting.”

+44(0)20 7400 6120

bi@xoomworks.com

Let us take care of the technology
Our vast expertise in delivering SAP® BusinessObjects™ solutions

Benefits:

ensures a flexible implementation tailored to your unique requirements.

•

Designed to bridge the gap between people and technology,
giving you the tools to drive growth and increase your operating

Let us provide your business users with timely, accurate and automated

profits.

information, while ensuring the best tools are selected to empower

•

Visualise all your data in a single point SAP® BI solution

decision makers to act within reduced timeframes.

•

Deliver analytical capabilities to more business functions

•

Empower users to become more self-sufficient and reduce costly
dependencies on IT

•

Extensive drill down capabilities from summary reports and
dashboards allow users to see the data behind the data at the click
of a button

Partnering with Xoomworks
We lead the field in Business Intelligence. We have over 10 years’ experience
in SAP BusinessObjects™ and over 70% of our technical consultants have
previously worked at SAP BusinessObjects™ in senior expert roles.
We are certified practitioners on SAP BusinessObjects™ and HANA, and have
excellent connections across SAP. We have a deep understanding of
SAP BusinessObjects™ and we have implemented SAP Business Intelligence
solutions across large enterprises worldwide.

Let us show you what we can do for your
business intelligence.
Contact Xoomworks on +44 20 7400 6120 to talk to a consultant,
or email us at: bi@xoomworks.com.

